
√     NON-HAZARDOUS FORMULATION
√     LOW RISK CATEGORY 
√     LESS RISK WHEN HANDLING
√     LOWER FREIGHT COSTS
√     LESS STORAGE RISKS
√     REDUCE CELLAR RISKS
√     MINIMISE BEER WASTAGE 

√     OUTSTANDING PROVEN RESULTS
√     LABORATORY TESTED

TEST RESULTS
BRACTONSAFE® | GLASSWASH DETERGENT  
(Non-Hazardous) - Ready-To-Use (Green Label)

Analysis of BRACTONSAFE® glasswash detergent 
proves it is suitable for handwash and machine 
glasscare. 

Samples were evaluated by an independant
laboratory to meet the requirements of Foster’s 
and other major breweries with approvals. 

Bractons in-house tests confirm that this 
detergent will not affect the taste of the beer 
or the head retention when used according to 
directions.

Company microbiologist tested the cleaning 
solution by running the solution through a cycle 
of both a machine glasswasher and handwashing. 

The solution was tested post cleaning and yielded 
a result of 1.9. A blank swab was also used which 
produced a result of 1.3, indicating that the 
Bracton non-hazardous glasswash detergent is 
at a high standard performing above industry 
standards. 
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Results are shown below.

NON-HAZARDOUS GLASS CARE CLEANING RESULTS ARE SCALED IN THE FOLLOWING CHART. 
(NOTE: Limits have been set via statistical analysis of industry standards).

SAMPLES WERE SELECTED BASED ON CONTAMINATION* RISK AND CRITICAL CLEANING POINT.
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SAMPLES WERE SELECTED BASED ON CONTAMINATION* RISK AND CRITICAL CLEANING POINT.

Bracton® Ready-To-Use (R.T.U) Glasswash GREEN LABEL  
ORDER CODE: (BG003) - 5Lt (BG004) - 25Lt.  
Bracton R.T.U is a pre-diluted detergent suitable for all glasswasher 
machines. Bracton R.T.U makes it easy to fill detergent reservoirs, as no 
mixing is required. May also be used to hand wash glasses. Helps prevent 
streaking of glasses, mould and fungus growth within machines and also 
reduces corrosion and scaling. Non-hazardous formula.   

Bracton® Glass Washer / Ice Machine  Sanitiser and Descaler* 
ORDER CODE: (BD001) - 5Lt
Bracton Descaler* can be added directly to your recirculating glass 
washer weekly. Cleans and removes corrosion and scale build up while 
strong disinfectant qualities clean drains and keeps mould and fungi 
from forming on your equipment. May also be used with gloves, goggles 
and a scourer to clean the side of glasswahers and ice machines.        
      (*Product is a hazardous product and it requires product training.)

Bracton® Pink Soaker Powder 
ORDER CODE: (BP001) - 5kg
Pink Tub Soaker / Sanitiser is ideal for mixing as a soaker in a tub. Soak 
glasses in trays in pink solution for 5 to 10 minutes then simply rinse 
through your glass washer. 

The Bracton® BR2 Series (BGBR2) of multifunctional glasswashers includes our unique 
3-minute soak cycle, combined with high-speed top and bottom stainless steel wash 
and rinse arms, alleviating the requirement to hand scrub or manually soak glasses. 
Saving significantly on labour costs, this process also leaves the machine free from 
bacteria when using Bracton Ready-To-Use (R.T.U) Glasswash.

BRACTON® | GLASSWASHER PERFECT CARE 

Bracton® Measured Dosage Pink Soaker (Satchet).  
ORDER CODE: (BP004) - 1Kg pack (approx. 70 satchets)  
Is a controlled measured pink tear and pour pre-packed detergent 
satchet, suitable for recirculating glasswasher machines and may also be 
used to soak glasses. Bracton R.T.U Pink Satchets make it easy to add to 
recirculating wash bays, as no measuring is required. Preventing mould 
and fungus growth within machines Pink Soaker also reduces corrosion 
and scaling. Lower risk formula.  

Bracton® Hand Glass Scrubbing Brush 
ORDER CODE: (BHANDGW)
Low cost general purpose solution for cafes and small bars, covers 
contours of most glasses efficiently, ensuring an optimal clean. 
Removes tough stains with ease when using Bracton’s R.T.U Glasswash 
detergent. (BG003) 


